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Abstract: We introduce small molecule rotamers into the rotamer search protocol used
in Rosetta to model small molecule flexibility in docking. Rosetta, a premier protein
modeling suite, models side chain flexibility using discrete conformations observed
in the Protein Data Bank (PDB). We mimic this concept and build small molecule
rotamers based on conformations from the Cambridge Structural Database. We eval-
uate to the small molecule rotamer generation protocol on a test set of 628 conforma-
tion,s taken from the PDBBind database, of small molecules with ≤ 6 rotable bonds.
Our protocol generates ensembles in which the closest conformation is 0.45 ±0.31Å
RMSD from the crystallized conformation. Further, in a set of 21 small molecule pro-
tein complexes, 16 of 21 cases a native-like model was in the top 1 % of models by
energy.

1 Introduction

Representing protein flexibility through side chain rotamers[DK93] (discretized conforma-
tions observed in the Protein Databank) has been central to the success of protein structure
prediction, protein docking, protein design. Full atom contacts, modeled using rotamers,
is critical to the success of the ROSETTA program in the de novo prediction of protein
structure[BMB05]. Furthermore, rotamers form critical components of successful protein
docking and protein design strategies such as ROSETTADESIGN[KDI+03][KOK+01][DKC+03]
and ROSETTADOCK[GMW+03][SFWB05]. Finally, Rosetta incorporates the rotamer
probability when performing alanine scanning mutagenesis to identify important residues
for protein-protein binding[KKB04]. The above success of rotamers for protein side chain
flexibility makes adapting the concept for small molecule flexibility attractive.

Leach first introduced modeling small molecule flexibility in docking using rotamers[Lea94].
He took small molecule conformations in local minima of molecular dynamics forcefield
as small molecule rotamers. However Leach observed a failure of the scoring function
in his protocol. We independently implemented a method similar to that implemented by
Leach with rigid ligands and full sidechain flexibility in the ROSETTA [MB06] protein
modeling suite. The ROSETTALIGAND energy function identified native conformations
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for 71 of 100 small molecule protein complexes in a self docking test and 14 of 20 small
molecule protein complexes in a cross docking benchmark. In the cross docking bench-
mark, a small conformational ensemble containing 10 conformations, one of which was
close to the crystallized conformation, was used to simulate small molecule flexibility.
Here our objective is to simulate small molecule flexibility using small molecule rotamer
ensemble generated from crystal structures, thus capitalizing of the knowledge base re-
sponsible for the success of ROSETTA.

In an analogous manner to the amino acid side chain rotamers, we employ small molecule
crystal structures from the Cambridge Structural Database (CSD)[All02] to construct small
molecule rotamers. Unlike amino acids side chains in the PDB, in the case of small
molecules we lack multiple conformations of the same configurational chemistry. Instead,
torsion profiles are created from chemical similar groups. Omega, a highly regarded pro-
gram for generating small molecule conformations, makes use of profiles extracted from
the CSD. Omega generates conformational ensembles from overlapping fragments in a
rule based manner using torsion profiles[BGG03]. Perola and Charifson, in a study crys-
tallized bioactive small molecules, found Omega to be the best available tool for generating
ensembles containing the bioactive conformation.

Our objective in the following is to show the concept of rotamers in protein structure
prediction can be extended to small molecules. We show that small molecule rotamers can
be created using crystal structure data. In addition, these small molecule rotamer ensemble
contain conformations close to bioactive conformations for molecules with torsions similar
to those in protein side chains. We show that these rotamer ensembles are successful two
small molecule docking benchamrks.

2 Methods

2.1 Creating Torsion Profiles from the Cambridge Structural Database

We use 28 atom types defined by element, hybridization, and number of bonded hydro-
gens described previously[MMWM02]. We examine all heavy atom torsions for each
atom type pairing are measured, excluding torsions in ring systems, for all structures in
the Cambridge Structural Database(CSD)[All02]. Each torsion is placed in a 10◦ bin of
a histogram. Histograms are constructed for every pair of the 37 atom types. Histograms
with less then 100 data points are excluded as containing to little information. The sym-
metric distributions are constructed from the remaining histograms by summing counts of
symmetry equivalent bins.
A knowledge based energy is calculated using the inverse Boltzmann equation 1

E = −ln(Propensitytorsion) (1)

where Ptorsion is the propensity of torsion. To generate the propensity, first a pseudo count
of 1 is added to each of the bins. Next, each count is normalized by the total number of
counts. Finally, the propensity is the normalized count divided by the random probability
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of selecting that torsion bin i.e. 1 over the number of bins. The discrete energy profile is the
fit using cubic splines to generate a smooth differentiable periodic function as described
in ”Numerical Recipes in C++”[Pre02]. The minima in the energy profile define the states
sampled while generating the small molecule rotamer ensemble.

2.2 Small Molecule Rotamer Ensemble Generation

The small molecule ensemble generation protocol (see Figure 1a) creates a maximal span-
ning ensemble of acceptable energy rotamers as measured by root mean squared deviation
(RMSD). Starting from a conformation with idealized bond lengths and angles, a set of
dihedral angles is chosen from the minima of the appropriate torsion profiles. Rotamers
containing overlapping atoms are discarded. If the energy is acceptable then the rotamer
is provisionally accepted. Otherwise, a new set of dihedral angles are chosen. After a user
defined number of rotamers (N=10000) have been obtained, the rotamers are pruned. The
pruning first selects the lowest energy rotamer for the ensemble. The energy incorporates
van der Waals interaction for atoms separated by 4 or more bonds, the knowledge based
torsion energy described in the previous section, an intra-molecular hydrogen bonding
term, a desolvation energy based on the Lazaridis-Karplus approximation , and a coulomb
electrostatics term. Next the protocol iteratively adds the furthest conformation to the
members of the ensemble, as measured by best fit RMSD. The protocol continues until
the desired number of rotamer has been reached (default=500) or all rotamer potential
rotamers are within a user defined cutoff( cutoff=0.2 Å RMSD) .

2.3 Flexible Small Molecule Docking

Given a protein structure and small molecule conformation the protocol (see Figure 1b)
first generates a conformational ensemble for the small molecule. Next a position in the
binding site is chosen. A conformation is chosen from the ensemble and placed at the
selected spot. A small random translation ( 0 ± 0.2 Å ) and random rotation ( random
angle on a sphere ) is applied to the conformation. The placement is added to a list. This
is repeated until 1000 placements have been generated. Placements are then evaluate to
see if they clash with the backbone of the protein. The first 100 non-clashing placements
are incorporated into the protein side-chain rotamer search. After the rotamer search a
local conformational ensemble is created by allowing small changes of ≤ 5◦ to the rotable
bonds. This ensemble then takes the place of the general ensemble in the packing cycles
for a refinement search. After the 4 refinement rotamer packing cycles, a gradient mini-
mization of the side chain chi angles and rigid body degrees of freedom take the structure
to a local minimum. This structure is then written out. The sequence is repeated until N
(N=3000) structures have been generated.
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Figure 1: Flexible Small Molecule Docking Protocol

2.4 Small Molecule Flexibility Benchmark Sets

Compounds for the ensemble generation test set were taken from the 2007 PDBBind
database [WFLW04]. All molecules with ≤ 6 rotable heavy atom torsions were selected.
The small molecule files in Tripos Sybyl mol2 format were converted into ROSETTA com-
patible MDL mol format using in house python scripts.

Two docking benchmarks were carried out. The self docking benchmark evaluates the
ability for our protocol to recover the correct conformation and orientation of a small
molecule in protein crystal structure solved with that small molecule. The structures used
in the self docking benchmark are listed in Table 1. The cross docking benchmark makes
use of two crystal structures of the same protein. The cross docking benchmark assess the
capacity of the protocol to recover the placement of a small molecule in the first protein
crystal structure in context of the second protein crystal structure. Changes in the protein
conformation of the second crystal structure simulation a real world situation more closely.
The structures used are listed in Table 1 All structures in both docking benchmarks were
previously evaluated by Meiler and Baker [MB06] for the rigid small molecule case. The
set was reduced to contain only small molecules with ≤ 6 rotable heavy atom torsions.
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Table 1: PDB IDs of Structures Used in Docking Benchmarks
Self Docking Structure Cross Docking number of
Structure ligand/protein torsions
1aq1 1aq1/1dm2 1
1dm2 1dm2/1aq1 0
1dbj 1dbj/2dbl 0
2dbl 2dbl/1dbj 6
1pph 1pph/1ppc 5
1p8d 1p8d/1pqc 4

1p8d/1pq6
2ctc 2ctc/7cpa 3
2prg 2prg/1fm9 5
4tim 4tim/6tim 4
6tim 6tim/4tim 4

3 Results and Discussion

3.1 Torsion Profile

The torsion profiles generated cover 103 common bond types ( see supplement). The
profiles obtained show similar chacteristics to profiles in the AMBER[WWC+04] force-
field ( see Figure 2). However, some profiles exhibit minima not present in the AMBER
forcefield. The aryl oxygen profile, Shown in Figure 2d, displays additional minima at ±
90◦. Klebe and Meitzner found that these additional minima arise from meta substituted
compounds[KM94]. The additional minima give the CSD torsion profiles an advantage,
since they allow the ensemble generator to sample conformations that might otherwise be
excluded.

3.2 Small Molecule Rotamer Ensemble Generation

The ensemble generator created ensembles for small molecules with ≤ 6 heavy atom tor-
sion taken from 628 crystal structures. Each ensemble contained upto 500 conformations.
No conformation was allowed to be closer 0.2 Å RMSD. Ten thousand conformations
were generated while constructing the ensemble. On the set 628 molecules, the ensemble
generator produced a rotamer with 0.46 ± 0.31 Å RMSD to the crystalized conforma-
tion. As expected, the accuracy decreases from 0.14 ± 0.16 Å RMSD to 0.79 ± 0.32 Å
RMSD as the number of rotable heavy atom torsions increases from 1 to 6 (see Table 2).
Improvement of these numbers might be possible by increasing the size of the ensemble,
and increasing the number of rotamers generated during construction of the ensemble. The
additional cost of such increases may outway the benefits.
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Table 3: Performance on Small Molecule Docking Test Set. Cases where top ranked
structure is within 2.00 Å RMSD shown in bold. Cases where structure is within 2.00 Å
RMSD and top 1 % by energy shown in italics

Self Structure rank RMSD

Cross Docking Structure rank RMSD

1AQ1 1 0.25

1DM2 4296 1.87

1P8D 1 1.63

1PQ6 181 1.62

1PQC 10 1.28

1DM2 1 0.31

1AQ1 1 0.56

2CTC 3 0.82

7CPA 3 0.95

1DBJ 1 1.36

2DBL 1 1.80

2DBL 1 1.450

1DBJ 468 3.49

1PPH 6 1.49

1PPC 2 1.96

4TIM 1 1.87

6TIM 2 1.90

6TIM 1 1.77

4TIM 5 1.77

2PRG 639 1.94

1FM9 16 2.02

RMSD.

The self docking results are comparable to those in Meiler and Baker [MB06]. Meiler
and Baker achieved a 71% success rate in in a self docking benchmark of 100 ligands.
We see the same success rate on our reduced set despite the increased conformational
sampling. However in the cross docking benchmark our results fall short. One possible
cause is the increased small molecule conformational sampling in the current protocol.
The previous evaluation used an ensemble size of ten in which one conformation was
close the crystallized conformation. Here, we create unbiased ensembles with up to 500
rotamers. The increase in conformational diversity represents an increased challenge to
the search process as well as the scoring function.

4 Conclusion

We have extended of amino acid concept of rotamers to include small molecules. When
the number of torsions is in the same range as those seen in amino acids small molecule
rotamer ensembles contain conformations close to those seen in crystal structures of pro-
tein small molecule complexes. Rotamer ensembles can simulate flexibility for small
molecules. However, as the number of rotamers grow (due to increased flexibility) and
the precision of the protein structures decrease (due to inaccuracy in protein backbone),
the discriminatory power of the scoring function decreases. The components of the scor-
ing function have not been optimized for the increased flexibility; doing so may yield
increased discrimination. Improved fine grain sampling of protein backbone motion may
also assist in the docking process. Additionally, the method must be extended to larger
small molecules. We intend on expanding our method by breaking small molecules into
multiple residues. The residues would then be reassembled in the protein binding site to
form the small molecule. Thereby, we decrease the conformational complexity and incor-
porate information from the protein environment.
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(a) 1P8D ligand docked into 1P8D
structure
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(b) 2PRG ligand docked into 1FM9
structure

(c) 1P8D ligand docked into 1P8D
structure

(d) 2PRG ligand docked into 1FM9
structure

Figure 3: RMSD score funnels show successful discrimination of binding funnel in (a),
and failure to define a singular binding funnel in (b). (c) shows the best scoring model
overlaid on the crystal structure in grey. (d) shows the best scoring model below 2 Å
RMSD overlaid on the 2PRG crystal structure in grey
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